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+18666733757,+12122441111 - http://www.justsalad.com/

Here you can find the menu of Just Salad in New York. At the moment, there are 18 dishes and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Just Salad:

this is the first time that I went to just salad I recommend crispy poblano salat very tasty, professionally prepared
the person who was on me, hugo the manager very fast widmung, definitiw 5 stars to work. I will return and

recommend it. read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a
wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Just Salad:

although the staff is very beautiful.i start to wonder. as they cut into the huh and they his hard. Why would they
put this in an salate? for if the knife didn't cut what you think would teeth mine. Love-yall, but your huh sucks
sometimes. read more. The restaurant also offers its customers a catering service, here they serve a diverse

brunch in the morning. You can also look forward to tasty vegetarian cuisine, Furthermore, the light and healthy
dishes on the menu are among the favorites of the customers.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
HUGO

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Drink�
SMOOTHIES

Insalat�
AVOCADO SALAD

Topping�
TOPPINGS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Chicke�
CRISPY CHICKEN

BUFFALO CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
HONEY

AVOCADO

VEGETABLES

CHICKEN

Salad�
SALAD

PICO DE GALLO

CAESAR SALAD

CHICKEN SALAD

CRISPY CHICKEN SALAD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:30 -20:30
Tuesday 10:30 -20:30
Wednesday 10:30 -20:30
Thursday 10:30 -20:30
Friday 10:30 -20:30
Saturday 11:00 -20:00
Sunday 11:00 -20:00
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